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Lord Jesus Christ 2005-09-14
this outstanding book provides an in depth historical study of
the place of jesus in the religious life beliefs and worship of
christians from the beginnings of the christian movement
down to the late second century lord jesus christ is a
monumental work on earliest christian devotion to jesus sure
to replace wilhelm bousset s kyrios christos 1913 as the
standard work on the subject larry hurtado widely respected
for his previous contributions to the study of the new
testament and christian origins offers the best view to date
of how the first christians saw and reverenced jesus as divine
in assembling this compelling picture hurtado draws on a
wide body of ancient sources from scripture and the writings
of such figures as ignatius of antioch and justin to apocryphal
texts such as the gospel of thomas and the gospel of truth
hurtado considers such themes as early beliefs about jesus
divine status and significance but he also explores telling
devotional practices of the time including prayer and worship
the use of jesus name in exorcism baptism and healing ritual
invocation of jesus as lord martyrdom and lesser known
phenomena such as prayer postures and the curious scribal
practice known today as the nomina sacra the revealing
portrait that emerges from hurtado s comprehensive study
yields definitive answers to questions like these how
important was this formative period to later christian
tradition when did the divinization of jesus first occur was
early christianity influenced by neighboring religions how did
the idea of jesus divinity change old views of god and why
did the powerful dynamics of early beliefs and practices
encourage people to make the costly move of becoming a
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christian boasting an unprecedented breadth and depth of
coverage the book speaks authoritatively on everything from
early christian history to themes in biblical studies to new
testament christology hurtado s lord jesus christ is at once
significant enough that a wide range of scholars will want to
read it and accessible enough that general readers
interested at all in christian origins will also profit greatly
from it

How on Earth Did Jesus Become a
God? 2005-11-02
in how on earth did jesus become a god larry hurtado
investigates the intense devotion to jesus that emerged with
surprising speed after his death reverence for jesus among
early christians notes hurtado included both grand claims
about jesus significance and a pattern of devotional practices
that effectively treated him as divine this book argues that
whatever one makes of such devotion to jesus the subject
deserves serious historical consideration mapping out the
lively current debate about jesus hurtado explains the
evidence issues and positions at stake he goes on to treat
the opposition to and severe costs of worshiping jesus the
history of incorporating such devotion into jewish
monotheism and the role of religious experience in
christianity s development out of judaism the follow up to
hurtado s award winninglord jesus christ 2003 this book
provides compelling answers to queries about the
development of the church s belief in the divinity of jesus
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God in New Testament Theology
2010
explores how new testament conceptions of god contribute
to a contemporary constructive theology

Destroyer of the Gods 2017
christianity helped destroy one world and create another

Honoring the Son 2018
before the new testament or the creeds of the church were
written the devotional practices of the earliest christians
indicate that they worshipped jesus alongside the father larry
w hurtado has been one of the leading scholars on early
christology for decades in honoring the son jesus in earliest
christian devotional practice hurtado helps readers
understand early christology by examining not just what
early christians believed or wrote about jesus but what their
devotional practices tell us about the place of jesus in early
christian worship drawing on his extensive knowledge of
early christian origins and scholarship on new testament
christology hurtado examines the distinctiveness of early
christian worship by comparing it to both jewish worship
patterns and worship practices within the broader roman era
religious environment he argues that the inclusion of the
risen jesus alongside the father in early christian devotional
practices was a distinct and unique religious phenomenon
within its ancient context additionally hurtado demonstrates
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that this remarkable development was not invented decades
after the resurrection of christ as some scholars once
claimed instead the new testament suggests that jesus
followers very quickly after the resurrection of christ began
to worship the son alongside the father honoring the son
offers a look into the worship habits of the earliest christians
to understand the place of jesus in early christian devotion

Doing Bible Interpretation!
2016-06-08
make the bible come alive for yourself and your people for
over 30 years larry w caldwell ph d has helped train
thousands of individuals around the world in doing bible
interpretation now his bible interpretation methods are being
made available to a wider audience by following seven
simple steps and using only the bible dr caldwell clearly
shows how everybody can do bible interpretation he then
gives concrete examples of how to use these seven steps in
interpreting the major literary forms found in the bible like
stories law parables and so on this book is for all who desire
to understand teach and preach god s word better pastors
missionaries church leaders sunday school teachers and
everybody in between doing bible interpretation is for
everyone

Israel's God and Rebecca's Children
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2007
an important new look at community and identity in early
christianity

At the Origins of Christian Worship
2000-09-07
at the origins of christian worship can deepen readers
understanding of early christian worship by setting it within
the context of the roman world in which it developed hurtado
highlights the two central characteristics of earliest christian
worship its exclusive rejection of the ancient world gods and
its inclusion of christ with god as the focus of devotion

A Contrarian's Guide to Knowing
God 2009-04-14
an updated edition with two all new chapters a new
introduction and a fresh look this book challenges widely
accepted ideas about what it means to know god and offers
fresh paths for pursuing genuine spirituality this practical
guide speaks to those who are weary of formulaic faith or
who are haunted by nagging doubts about the church as well
as those who find the traditional spiritual disciplines
impractical or even agonizing because of their personal
wiring easy to read but filled with challenging ideas this book
provides a spiritual foundation for pastors and teachers
committed christians and anyone interested in discovering
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god for themselves but wary of predictable paths

One God, One Lord 2015-11-19
larry hurtado s one god one lord has been described as one
of the most important and provocative christologies of all
time alan f segal the book has taken its place among works
on jesus as one consistently cited consistently read and
consistently examined in scholarly discourse hurtado
examines the early cultic devotion to jesus through a range
of jewish sources hurtado outlines an early high christological
theology showing how the christ of faith emerges from
monotheistic judaism the book has already found a home on
the shelves of many in its two previous editions in this new
cornerstones edition hurtado provides a substantial epilogue
of some twenty thousand words which brings this ground
breaking work to the fore once more in a format accessible
to scholars and students alike

Why on Earth Did Anyone Become a
Christian in the First Three
Centuries? 2016
the consequences of becoming a christian in the early
christian movement is set apart from that move from any
other religious affiliation this book explores the growth of
adherents to early christianity that all across this early period
people became adherents of christianity in the face of the
costs and consequences of doing so
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One God, One Lord, New Edition
2003-10-25
the classic and ground breaking work in christology with
extensive new introduction evaluating the most recent
developments in current scholarship

The Earliest Christian Artifacts
2006-11-02
review much attention has been paid to the words of the
earliest christian canonical and extracanonical texts yet larry
hurtado points out that an even more telling story is being
overlooked the story of the physical texts themselves he
introduces readers to the staurogram possibly the first
representation of the cross the nomina sacra a textual
abbreviation system and the puzzling christian preference for
book like texts over scrolls drawing on studies by
papyrologists and palaeographers as well as new testament
scholars and including photographic plates of selected
manuscripts the earliest christian artifacts examines the
distinctive physical features of early christian manuscripts
illustrating their relevance for wider inquiry into the complex
origins of christianity book jacket

Christology in Mark's Gospel: Four
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Views 2021-11-09
christology in mark s gospel four views brings together some
of today s best scholars to address the topic of mark s
christology its presentation of jesus ranging from perfectly
human to uniquely divine contributors include sandra
huebenthal larry w hurtado with chris keith j r daniel kirk and
adam winn

Texts and Artefacts 2017-11-30
the essays included in this volume present larry w hurtado s
steadfast analysis of the earliest christian manuscripts in
these chapters hurtado considers not only standard text
critical issues which seek to uncover an earliest possible
version of a text but also the very manuscripts that are
available to us as one of the pre eminent scholars of the field
hurtado examines often overlooked 2nd and 3rd century
artefacts which are among the earliest manuscripts available
drawing fascinating conclusions about the features of early
christianity divided into two halves the first part of the
volume addresses text critical and text historical issues
about the textual transmission of various new testament
writings the second part looks at manuscripts as physical and
visual artefacts themselves exploring the metadata and
sociology of their context and the nature of their first readers
for the light cast upon early christianity whilst these essays
are presented together here as a republished collection
hurtado has made several updates across the collection to
draw them together and to reflect on the developing nature
of the issues that they address since they were first written
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God's Sustaining Power 2014-04-16
if you want something that will provide you with
encouragement in a time of suffering or if you need an
inspiration to better exercise your faith then this is the ideal
book to read there is so much that is negative when dealing
with adversity but this book shows how there is always a way
to find hope through the power of our god

God's Forever Family 2013-07-18
the jesus people were an unlikely combination of evangelical
christianity and the hippie counterculture god s forever
family is the first major examination of this phenomenon in
over thirty years

Christianity at the Crossroads
2018-03-06
the gospel coalition book of the year biblical foundations
award winner christianity in the twenty first century is a
global phenomenon but in the second century its future was
not at all certain initially christianity possessed little social or
cultural influence and found itself fighting for its life while
apostolic tradition was emerging as a rule of faith factions
contested the nature of the gospel and pagan philosophers
found its claims scandalous and while its pathway was
tenuous christianity was forming structures of leadership and
worship and a core of apostolic texts was emerging as
authoritative but it was the challenges obstacles and
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transitions faced by christians in the second century that in
many ways would determine the future of the church for the
next two millennia it was a time when christianity stood at a
crossroads michael kruger s introductory survey examines
how christianity took root in the second century how it
battled to stay true to the vision of the apostles and how it
developed in ways that would shape both the church and
western culture over the next two thousand years
christianity at the crossroads provides an accessible and
informative look at the complex and foundational issues
faced by an infant church still trying to determine its identity
the church s response to the issues of heresy and orthodoxy
the development of the canon and the transmission of the
christian scriptures not only determined its survival but
determined the kind of church it would be for generations to
come

Ancient Jewish Monotheism and
Early Christian Jesus-devotion 2017
quintessential hurtado this volume is a necessity for any
attempt to understand the diversity of factors at play in the
birth of christianity

How to Do Bible Interpretation
2020-05-20
a book to teach people how to read the bible and how to
understand what they read
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Peter in Early Christianity 2015
after playing second fiddle to the apostle paul for a long long
time peter has received increased scholarly attention of late
this book builds on the recent resurgence of interest in the
apostle peter nineteen internationally prominent scholars of
early christian history here examine and reassess the
historical peter and his significance in christian texts from
the first three centuries giving due attention to
archaeological data and recent scholarship the contributors
offer a comprehensive view of peter through analysis of both
new testament texts and later noncanonical literature
markus bockmuehl concludes the volume by considering
present day questions about the role of peter popes and
church leadership

Finding God 1995
dr larry crabb helps readers understand that instead of using
god to solve their problems they need to use their problems
to find god

Jesus among Friends and Enemies
2011-11-01
this engaging text offers a fresh alternative to standard
introductions to jesus combining literary and sociohistorical
approaches and offering a tightly integrated treatment a
team of highly respected scholars examines how jesus s
friends and enemies respond to him in the gospel narratives
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it is the first book to introduce readers to the rich portraits of
jesus in the gospels by surveying the characters who
surround him in those texts from john the baptist the
disciples and the family of jesus to satan pontius pilate and
judas iscariot among others contributors include richard j
bauckham warren carter and edith m humphrey

One God, One Lord, New Edition
2003-08-25
the classic and ground breaking work in christology with
extensive new introduction evaluating the most recent
developments in current scholarship

Masonic Lodge 2016-09-06
many make the mistake of thinking because a thing is
common it is probably harmless masonic temples are
everywhere are the masons just another service organization
though their rites are secret masons assure others that their
practices are totally compatible with christianity but there is
an injunction to each mason to practice his particular
religious creed that revelation of the deity which is
recognized by his religion what really goes on behind the
temple door here is a discerning detailed response why this
series this is an age when countless groups and movements
old and new mark the religious landscape in our culture
leaving many people confused or uncertain in their search
for spiritual truth and meaning because few people have the
time or opportunity to research these movements fully these
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books provide essential information and insights for their
spiritual journeys each book has five sections a concise
introduction to the group an overview of the group s
theology in its own words tips for witnessing effectively to
members of the group a bibliography with sources for further
study a comparison chart that shows the essential
differences between biblical christianity and the group the
writers of these volumes are well qualified to present clear
and reliable information and help us discern religious truth
from falsehood

Mark, Manuscripts, and Monotheism
2015-02-26
mark manuscripts and monotheism is organized into three
parts mark s gospel manuscripts and textual criticism and
monotheism and early jesus devotion with contributors
hailing from several different countries and including both
senior and junior scholars this volume contains essays
penned in honor of larry w hurtado by engaging and focusing
upon these three major emphases in his scholarship the
result is not only a fitting tribute to one of the most
influential new testament scholars of present times but also
a welcome survey of current scholarship

Trust 2010-08-18
trust is vital for living in these days i believe the sin of
mistrusting god is the fountainhead of our modern malaise
imagine that god desires to take us humans to the place
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where each of us desires to go the place of trust the
promises connected to trusting god are both innumerable
and immeasurable i write this volume in hopes of spurring
the believer who has settled for an uneventful life while
claiming love and allegiance to the lord i am in hopes that
the person who is just going through the motions of religious
life can catch a glimpse of what god has in store for him or
her most of us really think we are trusting god when in fact
we are leaning on our own understanding this book will teach
you the benefits and blessings of trusting god larry ellis from
the introduction

What Every Christian Needs to
Know 2024-01-01
every christian ought to be a soul winner regardless of your
occupation your primary business is to win souls failing to do
so means not only failure in this life but also regret and
remorse in the life to come the world has always been willing
to listen to a man with a real message from heaven as
christians we possess the greatest news ever told upon
becoming a christian one should realize that armed with the
gospel he has more to offer the world than the whole world
has to offer in return to be effective in personal evangelism
study human tendencies and the best ways to approach your
fellow man study the bible and learn how to apply its
principles above all uplift christ confident in the absolute
assurance that the holy spirit will bless your efforts each time
you speak for christ my word will not return to me void this
book is designed to help those who wish to share the gospel
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with others but have limited experience and would welcome
guidance and practical tips from a fellow laborer

The Uncommon Book Of Prayer
2009-03
if my people who are called by my name shall humble
themselves and pray and seek my face and turn from their
wicked ways then will i hear from heaven and will forgive
their sin and will heal their land 2 chronicles 7 14 god invites
his people to pray and promises healing and forgiveness in
response to those prayers but how many christians pray as
the bible teaches this practical guide delves into the
discipline of praying seeking to help you understand the
privilege power and purpose that can be derived from prayer
in the uncommon book of prayer reverend larry w ellis
explores jesus s model of prayer and why it must become
our primary focus based on his belief that the ministry of
prayer is no longer common among god s people reverend
ellis clearly explains how prayer has great power to change
circumstances believers can improve their personal lives
change the condition of their communities improve the
economies of their nations and ultimately bring hope to the
world all through prayer each chapter includes questions for
reflection and suggests ways to add discipline to prayer life
making prayer a daily practice will ultimately bring you into a
more intimate relationship with god
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Discovering the Basic Truths of
Christianity 2009
after teaching new believers the basic truths of christianity
for more than 35 years larry kreider shares the down to earth
reality of christ filled with hundreds of real life stories
spanning the globe denominations and cultures you will be
amazed at how real the gospel is god loved the people of the
world so much that he gave up his one and only son john 3
16 the great book this easy to read and easy to understand
two book series in basic christian doctrine can be used in a
variety of ways including as a personal daily devotional tool
for mentoring relationships small gro

Who is this son of man?' 2011-03-17
this book is the first ever collection of scholarly essays in
english devoted specifically to the theme of the expression
son of man it describes the major competing theories which
have addressed questions such as what is the original
aramaic expression which lies behind the greek phrase and
what was its original connotation how do the gospel writers
use the expression son of man is it a christological title
pregnant with meaning much like the titles son of god christ
messiah and son of david is it used as a way of designating
jesus as a human being of unique redemptive significance or
does it rather originate in a nuanced use obscured in greek
translation of an aramaic expression used in place of the first
person pronoun as an indefinite pronoun or for generic
statements about human beings larry hurtado and paul owen
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have brought together contributing scholars on the basis of
their expertise in aramaic historical jesus research the son of
man debate itself and related fields of research

The Gospel as Manuscript
2020-03-20
but the bible says is a common enough refrain in many
conversations about christianity the written verses of the
four canonical gospels are sometimes volleyed back and
forth and taken as fact while the apocryphal and oral
accounts of the life of jesus are taken as mere oddities early
thinkers inside and outside the community of jesus followers
similarly described a contentious relationship between the
oral and the written though they often focused on the
challenges of trusting the written word over the spoken
socrates described the written word an illegitimate bastard
compared to the spoken word of a teacher nevertheless the
written accounts of the jesus tradition in the gospels have
taken a far superior position in the christian faith to any oral
tradition in the gospel as manuscript chris keith offers a new
material history of the jesus tradition s journey from voice to
page showing that the introduction of manuscripts played an
underappreciated but crucial role in the reception history of
the gospel from the textualization of mark in the first century
ce until the eventual usage of liturgical readings as a marker
of authoritative status in the second and third centuries early
followers of jesus placed the gospel as manuscript on display
by drawing attention to the written nature of their tradition
many authors of gospels saw themselves in competition with
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other evangelists working to establish their texts as the
quintessential gospel reading the texts aloud in liturgical
settings and further establishedthe literary tradition in
material culture revealing a vibrant period of competitive
development of the jesus tradition wherein the material
status of the tradition frequently played as important a role
as the ideas that it contained keith offers a thorough
consideratios of the competitive textualization and public
reading of the gospels

7 Places Jesus Shed His Blood
2012-01-01
discover the full revelation of what jesus accomplished for
you through his death and resurrection every page of this
revolutionary book by pastor larry huch will take you on a
remarkable journey through the last days of jesus life and
ministry you ll receive a fresh perspective on how he shed
his blood not just once but seven times pastor huch s fresh
insights and deep revelations will show you the power to
save deliver and heal through each place jesus shed his
blood go step by step with huch as he takes you to the
garden of gethsemane where jesus sweat drops of blood to
the whipping post where his back was laid bare by the thirty
nine lashes and finally to calvary where christ endured the
agony of having spikes driven through his hands and feet
and a soldier s spear thrust into his side every place jesus
blood was shed will become a life changing connection for
you to receive the redemptive blessings of god experience
them now in the 7 places jesus shed his blood
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A Social History of Christian Origins
2022-12-30
a social history of christian origins explores how the theme of
the jewish rejection of jesus embedded in paul s letters and
the new testament gospels represents the ethnic social
cultural and theological conflicts that facilitated the
construction of christian identity readers of this book will
gain a thorough understanding of how a central theme of
early christianity the jewish rejection of jesus facilitated the
emergence of christian anti judaism as well as the complex
and multi faceted representations of jesus in the gospels of
the new testament this study systematically analyses the
theme of social rejection in the jesus tradition by surveying
its historical and chronological development employing the
social psychological study of social rejection social identity
theory and social memory theory joseph sheds new light on
the inter relationships between myth history and memory in
the study of christian origins and the contemporary re
construction of the historical jesus a social history of
christian origins is primarily intended for academic
specialists and students in ancient history biblical studies
new testament studies religious studies classics as well as
the general reader interested in the beginnings of
christianity

Rise to Conquer 1979
this is a print on demand book and is therefore non
returnable this monograph is a detailed examination of the
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textual characteristics and relationships of important early
greek manuscripts of the gospel of mark chiefly codex
washingtonianus w and also family 13 and p45 and
challenges the generally accepted view that these
manuscripts are witnesses to an early stage of the ceasarean
text type the study begins with a discussion and critique of
previous studies on the caesarean text type showing the
methodological weaknesses that demand a fresh analysis of
the data and emphasizing the crucial importance of codex w
for the whole question of the textual history of mark then a
methodological approach is set forth involving both careful
quantitative measurement of manuscript agreements and
detailed analysis of variants in the interest of determining
both the textual relationships and textual character of
manuscripts when this more sophisticated approach is
applied to the chief witnesses to the so called pre ceasarean
text of mark it is confirmed that w and p45 do show a
significant relationship with each other and that family 13 is
a weaker member of the same group however the commonly
held view that these witnesses reflect the early stage of the
caesarean text type is shown to be erroneous in addition to
clarifying the textual relationships of the witnesses the study
defines more accurately their textual character showing the
scribal purposes reflected in the variants that characterize
these manuscripts and adding considerably to our knowledge
of the forces affecting the early transmission of the text of
mark this is the first detailed examination of the markan text
of codex w since the publication of the manuscript and the
first published book length study dealing with the ceasarean
text of mark since the initial work of kirsopp lake and his
colleagues blake and new this work not only addresses a
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major issue in the textual history of mark but offers
methodological suggestions for the continuing investigation
of the textual history of the new testament

Text-critical Methodology and the
Pre-Caesarean Text 1981
given the dearth of non messianic interpretations of psalm
110 1 in non christian second temple jewish texts why did it
become such a widely used messianic prooftext in the new
testament and early christianity previous attempts to answer
this question have focused on why the earliest christians first
began to use ps 110 1 the result is that these proposals do
not provide an adequate explanation for why first century
christians living in the greek east employed the verse and
also applied it to jesus s exaltation i contend that two greco
roman politico religious practices royal and imperial temple
and throne sharing which were cross cultural rewards that
greco roman communities bestowed on beneficent pious and
divinely approved rulers contributed to the widespread use
of ps 110 1 in earliest christianity this means that the earliest
christians interpreted jesus s heavenly session as messianic
and thus political as well as religious in nature

Christ’s Enthronement at God’s
Right Hand and Its Greco-Roman
Cultural Context 2021-01-18
this book offers a study of the meaning of the firstborn son in
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the new testament paying specific attention to the concept
of primogeniture in the old testament and jewish literature

The Firstborn Son in Ancient
Judaism and Early Christianity
2019-01-28
insights into the question of evil the origin of humanity the
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